Higher-order mode locking has been proposed to reduce the thermal noise limit of reference cavities. By locking a laser to the HG 02 mode of a 10-cm long all ULE cavity, and measure its performance with the three-cornered-hat method among three independently stabilized lasers, we demonstrate a thermal noise limited performance of a fractional frequency instability of 4.9 × 10 −16 . The results match the theoretical models with higher-order optical modes. The achieved laser instability improves the all ULE short cavity results to a new low level.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-stable lasers are indispensable for many experiments in optical frequency standards 1 , gravitational wave detection 2 , fundamental physics tests 3 , space applications 4 , and coherent optical links 5 . A common method to achieve ultra-stable lasers is to lock free running lasers to ultra-stable high-finesse Fabry-Perot (FP) reference cavities using the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique 6 .
It has been revealed that the fundamental stability limitation of a reference cavity comes from the Brownian motions of the reference cavity materials 7 . Through careful design and painstaking control, ultra-stable lasers with thermal noise limited stabilities have been achieved in several labs, especially for widely used 10-cm long reference cavities made of the ultra-low expansion (ULE) material [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In order to further reduce the thermal noise of FP cavities, one approach is to reduce the cavity temperature with cryogenic techniques, using single-crystal cavity materials with large mechanical Q factors [13] [14] [15] . Another approach is to use cavities with longer length 16 , or using lower loss angle mirror substrates and coating materials 17 . The third approach is to work with larger optical modes by choosing the mirror radius of curvature (ROC) that produces a cavity close to instability 18 , or using higher-order spatial cavity modes 2,19-21 . The thermal noise limit of the cavity can be greatly reduced in the first two methods, but with associated higher expense and more technical problems such as vibration noise.
As for the third approach, optical modes higher than the fundamental mode have a widely spread intensity distribution, and they offer a large cancellation over the mirror substrate and coating components. It is a more economic and straightforward method, but the report this is the best result reported in an all ULE 10-cm long cavity system, demonstrating the great potential of higher-order mode locking.
II. THERMAL NOISE LIMIT FOR HIGHER ORDER CAVITY MODE
The thermal noise limit of reference cavities can be calculated by the fluctuationdissipation theorem (FDT). FDT is a unique way to obtain the thermal fluctuation spectrum 7, 22 . Generally, the power spectral density of the cavity length displacement can be calculated as
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, f is the Fourier frequency, φ is the loss angle of the spacer, mirror substrate and coating, and U is the strain energy stored in an FP cavity with a static pressure distribution normalized to 1 N, which is related to the laser beam radius. The expression of the parameter U for the spacer, the substrate and the coating of the mirror, corresponding to the intensity distribution of the incident beam are generalized as follows 7, 23, 24 , 
Here, α = 1 for the Allan deviation and α ≈ 0.82 for the modified Allan deviation 25 . The higher the transverse optical mode number, the smaller g factors, and therefore the smaller thermal noise limit.
In order to realize a higher order mode locking, one can generate a higher-order mode laser beam by using spatial light modulator, phase mask 26 , or pre-locking cavity. In this work, we directly couple the HG 00 Gaussian beam into the FP cavity to get a higher-order mode by using an abnormally incident laser beam 27 , with tilting and off-axis injection. To achieve a thermal noise limited locking, a high coupling efficiency is crucial in order to obtain a high signal to noise ratio and a large PDH frequency discriminator slope 28 . We numerically calculate the coupling efficiency from an HG 00 mode to the higher-order HG nm modes. The coupling efficiency can be calculated by the correlation function of the HG 00 mode and the HG nm mode 29 :
where the E 00 (x, y) and E nm (x, y) are the electric field distributions of the injected HG 00 mode and the coupled higher-order HG nm mode, respectively. To verify this thermal noise limit reduction, we lock a diode laser to the HG 00 mode and the HG 02 mode of a 10-cm long ultra-stable cavity, separately. To characterize the achieved frequency instability, we beat the laser frequency with two other independent laser systems through the rigorous TCH method, considering the correlations of these three lasers 30 . Figure 2 shows the TCH measurement scheme. All the lasers operate at a wavelength of 1070 nm, whose 4th harmonic wavelength at 267.4 nm can be used for the Al + ions clock transition. The two 10-cm long all ULE cavity systems that located at lab1 are described in detail To reach a thermal noise limited locking performance for Cav1, we take great cares on the system design and environment control 28, 31 . To reduce the temperature fluctuation of the cavity, Cav1 is housed in a vcauum chameber with a gold-plated copper shield layer as a low-pass thermal filter. The pressure of the vacuum chamber is evacuated to a level of 1 × 10 −6 Pa, and the thermal time constant from the vacuum chamber to the ULE cavity is measured to be about one day. Besides, the temperature of the vacuum chamber is stabilized with a digital controll loop at the zero crossing temperature of Cav1, which is T 0 =36. For clarity, we redraw the frequency instabilities of diode laser 1 when it is locked to the HG 00 mode and the HG 02 mode of Cav1 in Fig. 4 (a) . In both cases, the thermal noise limited locking are achieved, and agree well with the theroetical thermal noise limit. The frequency instability of the laser reaches 4.9 × 10 −16 with the higher-order mode locking.
To our knowledge, this is the best result achieved among all similar designed 10-cm long all ULE cavities [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . It is even comparable with the results of 10-12 cm long ULE cavities with fused silica mirrors 32, 33 . We also calculate the phase noise power spectral density (PSD) in these two cases using cross-correlation spectrum method 34 , and then covert them into frequency noise PSD, as shown in Fig. 4 noise frequency PSDs for nearly two decades frequency range.
In conclusion, we realize thermal noise limited locking using both a fundamental mode and a higher-order mode, demonstrating the potential of thermal noise limit reduction to 10
level by using higher-order mode locking. We obtain a frequency instability of 4.9 × 10 −16 , to our knowledge this is the best result among all similar designed 10-cm long all ULE cavities. Higher order mode locking is a very promising way for further improvement of the ultrastable clock lasers' performances, since it is already the limitation of many optical clocks. In addition, taking into account cavity length and compactness, higher-order mode locking has advantages in portable systems and space applications. For instance, for a 10-cm long ULE cavity with a 10 m ROC concave fused silica mirror pair 18 , the thermal noise limit of the HG 55 mode will be as low as 5.9 × 10 −17 in modified Allan deviation. In the future, we plan to implement a spatial light modulator into our system so that we can have higher coupling efficiency for the higher-order modes with even smaller thermal noise limit.
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